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Port Augusta Consumer Workshop 
Feedback 
Consultation Feedback from the 12 February 2021 Port Augusta Consumer Workshop (15 Participants)  

Consumer Workshop Topics for discussion were: 

‘Who is in the room?’ 

When was your last contact with a 
Health Service? 

Response  How Would you rate your last contact with 
a Health Service? 

Response 

This Week 4 Excellent 4 

This Month 6 Above Average 5 

Last Month 4 Ok 4 

Last Year 4 Below Average 0 

Earlier 1 Terrible 0 

  

If you have children are they? 
 

Response  Are you a… Response 

Newborn 0 parent with someone else 6 

Pre-School 6 single parent 2 

Primary 5 carer 3 

Secondary 2 grandparent 10 

Adults 14 not a parent 0 

  

Do you identify as… 
 

Response  

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 9 

Culturally or Linguistically Diverse 0 

LGBTIQ 0 

Living with Disability 2 
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‘How do you feel about your own health?’ 

Feedback 

Good, glad  Very Good  Menopause is ordeal Frustrating, confusing 

Bumpy Ride, good now Good    

Positive, heard Thankful, blessed  Health/grief  

Comfortable  Advocacy is key  

Worried, happy content  :S <3  

Getting in control  
Grief  
Can talk to people  

Comfortable  Social, emotional, wellbeing 

Heart ache, grief  Blue = health professional comment 

 

‘How do you feel about your family’s health?’ 

Feedback 

Grief/mental health    

Grief & loss , Mental Health , depressions Excellent, very fit & well balanced Kids – good health, others my age 
deteriorating 

Aged Care Mental Health ADD Issue 

Dietary Worry, talk together, chronic Challenging, worried 

Poor culture, transitions, policies, etc. result in 
staff leaving 

:S  

:S Carer support grateful Grateful – support 

Gratitude, save Mixed bag! Scary, grateful, eye-opening, 
positive. 

Generally good with some bumps 

   Concerned, sad, scared 

 scared Disability Blue = health professional comment 
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‘How do you feel about the health system?’ 

Feedback 

Positive, negative Child, youth, adult not culturally responsive 
but… 

?? 

Generally good with a level of frustration at 
times 

Fortunate - silos :S 

Needs improvement Private has been much better than the public   

Quite positive Grateful, well managed outcomes, support Grateful 

Mixed feelings physical – good mental - 
negative 

Hospital Emergency racist Frustrating, confusing 

If you have a voice it’s a much easier ride Frustrated for coming  Suicide, Mental Health, Disabilities 

Aged care. All services being negotiated 
seriously. 

 Blue = health professional comment 

 

‘What does the System do well?’ 

Feedback 

Having the same midwife throughout journey Replicate Aboriginal birthing program model + principles 

WCH midwives team Inter-agency departments working together 

Allied health talk really well to each other - team focussed. Can this be 
duplicated? 

One stop shop - continuity 
 

Professional Development + supervision done well! Don't lose sight of grief + loss 

Great commitment for our community Connected, able to be less invisible, anonymous 

Amazing staff 
- invested 
- compassionate about public health 
- passionate about people/care service provision 

We are communities - model of care needs to be local 
- Hard to retain staff/high turnover 
- We want connection with the same staff 
 

Do well - Social services education - disability/health, mental health 
community work 

Problem solving 

Skilled & passionate people Restorative care (when it is funded) 

Resilience  
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‘What does the System need to Improve?’ 

Common Theme Feedback 

Permanent / long 
term contracts / job 

security / sustainable 
workforce – short 

term contracts, hard 
to retain staff/high 

turnover, can’t build 
trust & relationships, 
understanding of the 

community 

Specialists/Obstetricians overworked. Safety? Broken System, No faith in system 

ACCHOS vs Public system vs private clinics. 
- they don't interact, info needs to pass from one to other 
e.g. allergies 
- young doctors - don't know them 
- language - no cultural support out of hours 
- everything is white, even the walls 
- colour, paintings 
- only open 9-5 
Used to be on-call at public hospital 

Health feels more about money now - saving it 
- Time 
- Cultural responsiveness 
- They are your own black faces at every step, until white 
doc. 
 

Don't trust Pt. Augusta hospital 
- Will go to Aboriginal Health Centre 
- Doctors are there - you get a welcome 
- They understand you 
- Culturally safe 
- Take things seriously 

Not listening to the patient 
Complete utter disrespect towards our elders & health 
professionals & elderly patients from our Public Health 
System 
- Pharmacist & Professionals assuming & not checking 
properly carrying the necessary tests (doing them) lead to 
mistaken diagnoses & unnecessary treatments. 

Health System needs to own its mistakes and learn from 
them. 
Basics of bedside manner & confidentiality & duty of care. 

Avoidance of responsibility & accountability of serious errors 
& mistakes from our Public Health System Professionals & 
Pharmacist Professionals. 
- Passing the buck 
- Blame 
- Instead placing blame on the next person to next person 
etc. completely ignoring all consequences 

Short-sighted/term funding Discharge plan MUST reflect discharge situation! 

Short sighted funding models + approaches Not checking notes - Basic personal care 
 

Delays in diagnosis for developmental issues - SA service 
didn't pick up but NSW did. 

left us 

Contract/Permanent (Job security) Need permanency and additional FTE to support new + 
current staff 

Clinicians are given the space to use their initiative Board need risk manage having permanent staff 
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Common Theme Feedback 
Permanent / long 

term contracts / job 
security / sustainable 

workforce – short 
term contracts, hard 
to retain staff/high 

turnover, can’t build 
trust & relationships, 
understanding of the 

community 

Individual efforts of clinicians not always 
recognised/allowed/supported 

Can't see who's who in the area 

More trust in clinicians Establish links with support coordinators to use NDIA 
funding to sustain long term therapist contracts 

High staff turnover so can't build trust + relationships Problems - retention 
- feeling undervalued 
- not encouraged to be innovative 

Staffing levels & retention Promoting working in country 

Permanent positions Need to make working for & rurally attractive 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strengthening 
partnerships 

between acute & 
community services 

Specialist teams talking to one another! Prepare people if there will be a staff change - well informed 
handovers 

Succession Planning MP work in silos - lack of communication - something might 
slip through 

Working with different medical teams Continuity of care 

Navigation of services - where do I go Keeping MP up to date - consumer responsibility to keep 
them informed. 

Allied Health work well as a team, could this model be 
duplicated for other areas of the health service? 

Learn from Aboriginal Family Birthing Program - one stop 
shop 
 

Transfers not done well from Country to Metro Enter anywhere 

Better transfers Make sure people have the right support!!! When they leave 
hospital 

Lack of coordination Not sharing information - be open  

Multi-D team dynamic (Allied Health) the team always 
supported 

Supporting improvements for Aboriginal health-care 
workers 

Interconnect plan across region for all departments Government is siloed. Silos also within Health + very 
disconnected from each other (competitive) 

Strengthening partnerships between services Cross-community linkages enables services closer to home 

Not linked up - collaborative State gov. needs to consult with people who can connect the 
dots re NDIA 

Health doesn't respond to requests to work together. NDIS clients pushing out community clients 

Multiagency forums/community of practice Small hospitals to be larger providers into community care 

NDIS clients pushing out community health clients due to 
lack of private providers in the country 

Working between sectors & disciplines 
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Common Theme Feedback 
 

Strengthening 
partnerships 

between acute & 
community services 

resource sharing Working together 

The system 
- not just for purpose 
- MDT 
- Intersect or collaboration 
- don't foster innovation 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kind & timely 
services – early 

intervention, long 
waitlists 

Rose Ward - More chairs for mums! Couldn't have a 
recliner because I wasn't a "breastfeeding" mother 

Ronald McDonald ALWAYS full and never available for short 
trips 1-4 nights 

Hospital doesn't provide food for family Can't get in to Ronald McDonald 

Caseload of regional MP is high which increases risk Long wait times 2-3 hours even when have an appointment 

MP so overworked Long wait lists for public e.g. ENT 

Limited choice in MP Very long waiting lists i.e. 8-12 months for appointment 
- need appointment to get $$ into NDIS plan 
- Can't get a diagnosis! 

Extensive wait times for Obstetrician, often people don't 
wait. 

Consistency of service - lack creates fear 

No wait-time appointment on 1st contact Struggles getting (ADD?)-illness to seek medical help and to 
doctors  

Patients having their records at the hospitals One thing impacts another - an appointment delayed means 
other family late for work. 

Pika Wiya Health System Good & Bad 
- Transport 
- Closure of Well Women's House 
- Overloaded - other mobs coming in "sorry all filled up" 
Clinic in community - closed. They breeze in/out. 

An elder taking blood/(test urine) she was waiting a long 
period she was fasting all night midnight system slow impact 
family 

Don't make me tell my story over & over again Use plain language - more services in country 

Have to tell stories again + again, start from scratch 
constantly 

Not seeing the patient as a person 

Lack of personal connection Communicate better! Specialists! Dr's poor level of 
empathy! 

Be personal People are human beings that need medical care without 
judgement! 

Impersonal 
 

Judgement 
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Common Theme Feedback 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kind & timely 
services – early 

intervention, long 
waitlists 

Not listening!!! 
 

Limited resources for mental health supports 
- Heart + mind not always done well 
- Increasing push for private services 
- Increase travel to city 

Not being heard and being refused Mental Health -> not enough services 

Not communicating or telling us what's happening Timely service delivery + kindly 

Better personal & communication skills! We don't look after the minds + hearts as well (high suicide 
rate) 

Be more respectful - treat people as if they are someone 
you care about. 

Skill set competing for region -> specialist, centre -> region 
- sustainable + staffing rotation to metro 

Good relationships make things work Rethink our services we have minimal community services to 
do complex long term service 

No early intervention services available  
- can't get an appointment for young children 
- Need support to spend NDIS money 

Burden of proof before accepted into service 

More early intervention - prevention promotions 
- Fund NGO to support community education e.g.: 
     - Playgroups 
     - Living (skills / stalls?) 
     - Mental health prevention 
     - Plan access support NDIS 
     - Outsource (Early?) intervention dollars NDIS. 

Not enough staff 
- leads to burnout + exhaustion of the staff we have 
- Need to upskill locals 
      - AHA's 
      - Support workers 
      - Therapists 

No reward for treating people well or good outcomes Focus needs to be wellness & restorative care 

Human industry with vulnerable people Kindly & timely health services 

 
 
 
 
 

Cultural 
responsiveness & 
holistic services 

The impact that accessing services can have on the broader 
family network as well as employment 

Continuity of PERSON - pick up things you wouldn't normally 
in conversation state 

Impact of not thought about impacts of health care for 
regional families. 
- Accommodation for OTHER family such as 
children/siblings 
- Food and care inside hospital 
- Café closes @ 7pm - no option for food to be delivered to 
rooms 

Health System didn't listen to my concerns. Answer when I 
tried to tell them, I didn't feel they listened. Had a bad 
experience by having my medication when I told them had 
to pay for an ambulance. Now doctor won't see me when he 
is in hospital. Now I won't go to the hospital. No trust in 
system. Now don't trust doctors. No apology from doctor. 
Letter from CEO still seemed like they didn't believe me. 
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Common Theme Feedback 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cultural 
responsiveness & 
holistic services 

Cost of hospital meals for parents who have to say with 
child 

Support for the carers/extended family, Nanna, parents, etc. 
families 

Adelaide hospitals don't offer meals at all for parents 
 

Advocating for patient 
 

Separates families for long periods of time Relationship very important especially having a baby - very 
personal journey (physical, emotional, etc.) 

Don't recognise that they live regional i.e. need to stay in 
ADL. 

Impacts on extended family. 
 

Cultural Awareness about Aboriginal people and their 
Health 

Lack of understanding & empathy of needs for regional 
families 

Ngangkaris (Traditional Healers) Use medical terminology 

No caring workers, everyone in a rush - not culturally 
appropriate 

Works best when we know each other + develop a human 
relationship 

Interpreters for people from lands Caring for the person not just the condition - fear based. 

Be aware: what else is going on in people's lives? Individuality undercut 
- KPI's 
- Not seeing the difficult cases 
- Pressures from individual professions 
- Not seeing Exec. managers 

Understanding Dynamic of the consumers Ease of local community access 

Understand consumer or family dynamics Difficult accessing services 

Country kids sometimes comes back to the country Plan that clearly articulate health geographical 
demographics - isolated 

Use technology more to improve care outcomes Social complexities of families in the country 
- low SES 
- housing 
- trauma 
- low health literacy 
- lack of transport 
- saddened by consumers experiences in health system 

 
 

Infrastructure 
investment 

Equipment + support to stay at home longer 
 

In regional areas recognise precious resources 
 

Infrastructure investment Step down facilities 

Lack of infrastructure  
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Common Theme Feedback 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flexibility, 
adaptability 

No flexibility to do multiple procedures at the 1 time = 3 
ops. 

Impact of Covid on exp. (birthing) 

Consumer needs to coordinate appointments Need a system for diagnosis 

Respect people's time!!! People from the country travel a 
long way - don't just change appointments. 

Build healthy literacy + confidence! 

You come to us Simplify information + give written information that I 
understand 

Transport - lack of - no coordination of appointments. Health literacy confidence 

Services are defining their own specific service parameters 
- Can be impossible to find places where people can "fit" 
 

Enabling the workforce to be flexible + collaborative 
 

Volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous (Covid-19) Market economy not human-based 
- Dependence model 

 

 
 

Local and 
community 

ownership rather 
than metro-centric 

Country is community - our health services should reflect 
that 

Very metro centric 

A plan that is relevant to regional people that refers to 
barriers faced by those in regional areas + how to address 

Very city centric - no attention paid to "regional address" on 
record 

What can metro learn from Regional; closer connection 
between Hospital + Community health 

Because we don't have the resources we are more creative, 
innovative + we work together 

Short term contracts x!!! LHN boards Making working in the country more attractive, especially 
for creatives, innovators. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Secure funding for 
Aboriginal programs 

PATS doesn't pay enough $ for accommodation + doesn't 
pay at all for specialist Allied Health  
+ doesn't pay for Air-BnB (which is often cheaper) 

Accommodation in ADL is expensive for families including 
parking, food 

Ambo Service 
- Slow 
- People don't want to go in Ambulance because of cost 
- Cost (year) 

Regional + Rural 
- Sustainable funding for good programs 
- Certainty for staff + managers  
- Strive to be the Centre for Excellence 
- Good at working together 
- Government departments work together - interagency. 

Not enough social & emotional support programs. More focus on Aboriginal workforce growth 

Need more prevention & education services More Aboriginal workforce 
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Common Theme Feedback 
 
 

Increased utilisation 
of telehealth incl. 
upskilling staff 

Hunger for improved health for children & Women Staff are supported to upskill 

Hunger to look after staff better to achieve We all strive to provide the best possible service 

What does the transition to kudos 7+ really look like? Improved access to online/telehealth from private providers 
since Covid 

Increase training for clinicians to improve services Valuing staff skills 

Use of technology Increase training for clinicians to improve services 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other 

Duty of Care Shame + fear - so people don't go. 

Accountability Aboriginal women elders first midwives 

Listen/watch/observe Fear in the Health system e.g. paps smear. 

Aboriginal men cultural Lack of Funding ($$$$) 

Shortage of women doctors $ channelled to acute care 

Choice of doctor Suffering in silence with mental health 

When we listen + act Continuity 

Not lots discretionary income of families in our 
communities 

Competitive 

Move beyond the business model - it's not about making $ KPI's can just tick boxes 

Need to change model of care People don't understand their role in the bigger picture 

Innovation Resilience 

Allow people to think & change Move beyond a business model 

 

‘Highlights/Takeaways from Aboriginal Birthing Program’ 

Feedback 
Cultural + Clinical exchange Aboriginal support for men + dads too 

Aboriginal women caring for Aboriginal women Support/compassion through miscarriage, grief + loss 
 

Make birthing in hospital as culturally appropriate as possible - challenge 
protocols. E.g. taking afterbirth 

Sustainability of Aboriginal services/programs - too many dependent on 
grant funding - it is Shameful + pathetic 
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Port Augusta Health Professional 

Workshops Feedback 

Consultation Feedback from the 12 February 2021 Port Augusta Health Professional Workshop (19 Participants) 

Health Professional Workshop Topics for discussion were: 

‘How do Clinicians feel about delivering good services to women, children and young people?’ 

Feedback 
Unsupported, pressured, under resourced Tired, unsupported 

Privileged, rushed, busy Exhausted, can’t do it all, too many deaf ears 

Overwhelmed at times, time-poor Exhausted, frustrated with systems and processes, time-poor focus on 
clients 

At times challenge, silo’s & integrated Time poor 

Always learning At time frustrated, privileged 

Hopeful, personally & professionally challenged Occasionally satisfied 

Frustrated, disconnected, hopeful, puzzled Frustrated, under-resourced, dismissed, helpless 

Frustrated with the system Angry on a treadmill 

Privileged Frustrated, ignored, dismissed, hopeless  

Supported (Local Network) Angry, hopeless 

Overwhelmed, frustrated, ignored, sad.  

 

‘What would make this plan really transformational for remote/rural/regional service delivery?’ 

Feedback 
Directory (Physical) for services in the region for families + clinicians Families to have access to resources + services.  

- Mental Health 
- Psychology 

Addressing the gaps, e.g. dyslexia, ear health Funding/Resources for EI 

Referrals from Allied Health to Specialists Job Security 
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‘What does Metro need to learn from you?’ 

Feedback 
Commitment to see clients on outreach Kindly + timely service 

Close partnership b/w acute + community Holistic care 

Flexibility + adaptability 
- telehealth 
- limited staff and seeking info to assist the families 

Teams: 
- Multi-D 
- Trans-D 
- Inter-D 

Know our families + community 
- advocate accordingly 

Catchment area 

Handover process Streamline of services 

 

’10 years ahead: what does success look like for regional/rural/remote communities?’ 

Feedback 
Clarity of services available Happy + healthy families + staff 

Streamline pathway Direct referrals to specialists from allied health professions 

Effective treatments Less gaps 

7-day service Audiology gaps for ear health in children 

 

‘What makes a transformational plan?’ 

Feedback 
A plan that works 
- opportunities for promotion 
- staffing 
- training 
- housing 
- promotion of opportunities 
- communication & flexibility 

Recognition that rural / remote is not all the same 
- diversity within sites & across sites 
 

A common IT / information platform & infrastructure - accessible by all 
areas, but secure. 

Everything does not end at Gepps Cross 
 

One size DOES NOT fit all Need for more transparent handovers 
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‘Additional Comments’ 

Feedback 
Built by regional/rural not metro! Support organisations to become multidisciplinary hubs with 

government, non-governments & community. 

Community ownership (not metro) Support Aboriginal Businesses to tap into service provision 

Sustainable workforce development - focus on Aboriginal Employment Introduce no wrong door 
 

Wider strategic plan Workers are valued, cared for & kept 

Provide mentors work-shadowing succession planning - peer support Proactive funding 
 

Partnerships are built 
- cross pollination of ideas 
- understanding each other's roles 

Valuing individuals + valuing the investment in individuals - e.g. 
permanency  
- takes stress off the person 
- makes a person feel appreciated 
- makes a person take ownership 

Acknowledgement of the need to meet cultural needs in the workplace - 
culturally holistic services 

Support Mums from prenatal on wards 
- services should take younger children as a priority 
- build trust, generational trust 

Secure funding - permanency Shorter wait times for services for children 

 

‘What do we do better?’ 

Feedback 
Personal Connections with other providers High level of skills 

Good at sharing We can do more with less - efficient 

More personable Use MS Teams +++ 

Small is good :) Use of Telehealth 

More multi-skilled workforce Agile 

Specialist generalists  
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‘Digital Transformation Strategy’ 

Feedback 
Reduced waitlist Better communication 

Increased specialist service Purpose built system 

Purpose built services + infrastructure (lack of cars) Physical directory accessible to community 

Capacity to adapt to change More public health + reduced business services 

 

 

Consumer & Health Professional Workshop combined topic: 

‘Themes’ 

Common Theme Feedback 
Permanent / long 

term contracts / job 
security / sustainable 

workforce – short 
term contracts, hard 
to retain staff/high 

turnover, can’t build 
trust & relationships, 
understanding of the 

community 

Serious errors -> issues + deaths - passing the buck. Wrong 
treatments [Cleveland Health Service video] 
 

Short-term contracts - no buy-in 
- need board to endorse L-T contracts 
- Risk management 
 

Continuity of staffing  

 

Strengthening 
partnerships 

between acute & 
community services 

Co-ordinate better 
 

Multi-agency forums/Strengthening partnerships 

People not connected within SA Health let alone across 
other agencies - leads to duplication 

 

 

 
 
 

Kind & timely 
services – early 

Lack of communication, skills, collaboration 
- incl. body language 
- learn from allied health 
- discharge plan needs to reflect where people live 

ACCHOS  
- Public / private - different experiences 
- 9-5 have all records, public don't have all their info 
- Share info better 

Speak in plain/normal language! Treat people as if it was someone you loved or cared about 
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Common Theme Feedback 
intervention, long 

waitlists 
Info needs to be easy to understand - build "literacy" + 
confidence 

Limited resources for mental health 
 

Kindly + timely services Capacity for early intervention 

Frozen out of early intervention  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cultural 
responsiveness & 
holistic services 

 
 

 

Impact on family (financially & emotionally) Rely on extended family 
 

Additional costs Continuity of maternity care - aunties, grandparents + 
parents. 

Support with ADL accommodation 
 

Care for whole community of care - aunties, grandparents + 
parents 

Separation of families Parents have to become co-ordinators + keeping specialists 
informed - energy! 

Disrespect + racism towards elders Social + emotional support 

Told info but forget/don't ask Qs/write things down 
- Able to go back to ask Qs 

Cultural responsiveness 

Continuum - birth -> acute -> (alone?) Forced Relocation to access disability services 

Rigid responses don't work in thin markets, e.g. NDIS  

 

Infrastructure 
investment 

Infrastructure investment  

 

 
Flexibility, 

adaptability 

Keeping MP up to date & coordination of services 
*consumer responsibility* 

Service parameters too strict e.g. CAHMS -> Headspace 
 

Concern re NDIS - business model in care setting 
- fee for service doesn't allow for open door 

 

 

Local and 
community 

ownership rather 
than metro-centric 

Metro-centric, Lack of understanding & empathy Metro-centric!! Lack of empathy broken-down e.g. if car + 
compassion 
 

 

 
 

Additional $ of medical care Closure/reduction in Aboriginal Health Services  
- Massive reduction in pap smears 
- Vicarious trauma support for staff 
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Common Theme Feedback 
Secure funding for 

Aboriginal programs 
Aboriginal health workers need permanent contracts + 
employ more, active employment + pathways 
- do Aboriginal health better 

Security of funding for Aboriginal programs 
 

 

Increased utilisation 
of telehealth incl. 

upskilling staff 

No space for innovation  
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